ETCS Excellence Award

Dr. Mohammad A. Alhassan
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Department of Engineering

Listing accomplishments of Dr. Alhassan:

- Published a book
  - Bridge Deck Fibrous Concrete Overlays: Performance-Based Aspects and Structural Benefits.
- 4 Refereed Journal papers
- 3 Refereed Conference papers
- 3 Technical Conference presentations
- Grant for $160,000
- Two Purdue travel grants
- IPFW Summer Research Grant
- Session Chair for international conference in China
- Engaged 5 undergraduate students in Civil Engineering Research
- Continues to submit proposals for additional grants/funding
- Nationally recognized in his field
  - Nominated and elected as a voting member of ACI Committee 548
  - "Polymers and Adhesives in Concrete"
  - American Concrete institute

Outstanding continuous achievements for a total program of research
ETCS Excellence Award

TEACHING

DUAL Award

➢ Dr. Suleiman Ashur
   Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
   Department of Engineering

➢ Dr. Hongli Luo
   Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering Technology
   Department of Computer and Electrical engineering Technology & Information Systems and Technology

Common accomplishments that prove significant contributions in Teaching

• Refereed Pedagogical Papers
• Curriculum/Course Development
• On-Line / Distance Learning courses
• Student Evaluations excellent
• Assessment activity as required for ABET
• Student Research / Student Directed Projects
• Breadth of courses taught through Masters Degrees
• Attended conferences targeted to improving teaching
• Grant submissions
• Strong Academic Advising
• Constant improvement and innovation of teaching technique

Two outstanding Teachers at different points in their careers